Field-cycling NMR relaxometry of a liquid crystal above in mesoscopic confinement.
We measured the proton spin-lattice relaxation times in the isotropic phase of liquid crystal 4-n-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (5CB) confined into porous glass (CPG) with the average pore diameter approximately 72 nm. The analysis of T1(-1) frequency dispersions, spanning over four decades, shows that the main relaxation mechanism induced by the ordered surface layer are molecular reorientations mediated by translational displacements (RMTD). The RMTD contribution to T1(-1) is proportional to the inverse square root of Larmor frequency, a consequence of the equipartition of diffusion modes along the surface. Low and high frequency cutoffs of the RMTD mechanism clearly reveal that the surface alignment of liquid crystal is random planar with the size of uniformly oriented patches approximately 5 nm, depending on the treatment of the CPG matrix. According to the size of the uniformly oriented patches varies also the thickness of the ordered surface layer and its temperature behavior. The surface-induced order parameter is found to be temperature independent and determined by the local short range surface interactions.